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Indian Lake Lot Owners and Residents: 
 

LAKE WAVE HEIGHT SURVEY 
Based on excellent questions regarding our interpretation of the fish commission regulations due 

to an apparent conflict between the guidance published by the commission when they established the 
wake-surfing rule and other provisions of the regulation, I took the opportunity to discuss the issue of the 
no wake zone requirement particular to boats that are engaged in wake surfing activities with officers of 
the PA Fish Commission.  After obtaining guidance from their supervisory personnel in Harrisburg relative 
to boat separation between moving boats, the guidance received requires a revision to the following 
enforcement guidance published previously.   

 

1. REVISED: Wake surfing (at all times) without the required 200’ of separation.  Wake surfing may 
not be conducted within 200’ of the following under PA State law: The shore line, docks, launching 
ramps, swimmers or downed skiers, persons wading in the water, anchored, moored or drifting boats, 
floats or other marked (no wake) areas.  This means that the narrowest parts of the lake, which can be 
less than 400’ wide considering docks in some places (e.g. the northwest finger of the lake in the area 
commonly referred to as “the narrows”), may not provide the necessary 200’ for wake surfing, 
especially where swimmers are in the water (swimming is permitted up to 40’ from shore). 
Additionally, wake surfing through coves, where a 200’ standoff distance from stationary boats cannot 
be maintained, would not be permissible.  Additionally, those engaged in wake surfing or any other 
wake producing activity near boats that are tied off to each other in a cove or fishing should give as 
much separation as possible to allow their wave to dissipate so as to avoid causing injury to those in 
non-moving water craft (we have reports that this has happened in the past). 

2. REVISED:  Passing any boat including those engaged in Wake Surfing:  Because wake surfing is 
usually conducted at slow speed (12-14 mph) and boats engaged in this activity generally travel in a 
straight line and cannot turn easily, other boats must give way to another boat engaged in wake surfing 
if attempting to pass. The same is true when passing any boat that is under way.  The state law 
requirement is that passing another boat underway is permissible where you are at least 50’ to the 
side of another boat or 100’ from the rear of a boat.  That said, where a person is engaged in a 
watersport activity behind the boat (skiing, tubing, wakeboarding, wake surfing etc.) all boats 
underway must maintain 100’ of separation from the person behind the boat (in all directions).  Once 
a boat that is passing another boat has completed the pass, it may not move in front of the other boat 
until it is at least 100’ past so as to create the necessary separation to the rear of the passing boat 
relative to the boat behind.   

As this no doubt sounds confusing, an example is appropriate. Assume Boat A is passing Boat B and 
that Boat B has a person behind the boat engaging in a permissible recreational activity, e.g. skiing, 
tubing, wakeboarding, wake surfing etc.   Boat A must maintain 100 of separation from the person 
behind boat B at all times.  Depending how far behind boat B that person is will determine how far to 
the side boat A must be with respect to boat B when it passes abeam of boat B.  Because the tow rope 
distance will be 75’ or less, the side distance for passing will no doubt extend to 100 feet.   

When completing the pass and potentially moving in front of Boat B, consider that if boat A were to 
cut in front of Boat B such that Boat B was only 50’ behind boat A (100’ is required), then Boat A, 
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because it caused the violation, would be subject to citation for not maintaining the required minimum 
safe distance between boats.  

All boaters should remember that when passing another boat, especially in narrow portions of the lake 
or where there is congestion, it may not be possible to maintain the required separation. As such 
simply slow down and wait until there is room to pass. 

3. Slow Speed Operation:  Between the hours of 11:00 am and sunset on weekends and holidays, all 
boats must operate either above 10 mph and at least 100’ from any other object or person (swimmers, 
boats, docks, shoreline) or slow to no-wake speed and move within seventy-five (75) feet from the 
shoreline.  This will help minimize waves created by slow moving boats.   

 
Take some time to think about how these separation rules come into play based on your prior experiences 
boating on the lake.  Using good judgment can avoid potentially unsafe situations.   
 

These issues were discussed at the Council meeting last evening and the observation was made that 
some people have difficulty judging distances on the water.  Several proposals were made to assist boaters 
in this regard including establishing distance markers on the approach to the marina at 200’, 100’ and 50’ 
to demonstrate what these distances look like as well as to establish a few 100’ no wake buoys at various 
locations around the lake, particularly those areas where the counter-clockwise pattern for lake traffic 
results in a bend in the shoreline to the right.  We would be particularly interested in any other ideas you 
may have on how to improve the safety of the lake while at the same time allowing for all to enjoy the lake 
in the manner they choose. 

 
SERVICE CORPORATION MEETING AND ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETING WITH COUNCIL 

 Since I have a little extra space, I would like to remind everyone of the annual Service Corporation 
meeting, which will be held Saturday May 18, 2019 at the Shanksville School in their Cafetorium.  The 
meeting starts at 10:00 a.m. A Borough public meeting will be held afterward.  Bill Kirkpatrick will provide 
an update regarding lake water quality. Also, representatives of the Marina, Golf Course and the Lodge will 
be on hand to provide information regarding their activities for the summer.  We will also provide an 
update on plans for the Regatta Weekend (potentially to be renamed), which will be the weekend of August 
9-11, and which will involve activities at the Lodge, Golf Club and Marina.  Information regarding the 
ATV/Snowmobile ordinance and lake safety efforts will be presented and questions answered.  Finally, 
Chief Bellak will be on hand as well to answer any questions regarding house checks, wellness checks, or 
the Crime Watch program. 
 

The Service Corporation also asked that I remind everyone that the 4th of July fireworks will be held 
on Saturday July 6th this summer. The rain date is July 13th. 

 
/s/ 
Michael Miscoe 
Mayor, Indian Lake Borough 
mayor@indianlakepa.us 
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